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Topic

Literacy
This week in Literacy, we read
the story, Jasper’s Beanstalk
by Nick Butterworth and Mick
Inkpen.
The children sequenced the events of the story
and discussed how the book uses the days of
week to begin each sentence. On the final
page of the book, the children inferred what
Jasper might do next if there was another page
added. Using those ideas, they went off and
wrote their own extended version of the story,
keeping with the story pattern and starting their
sentences with a day of the week.
In Phonics, we learnt the igh, ow, ur and oi
digraphs as well as the tricky word she.

This week we learnt about the five things
that plants need to grow. They are: sunlight,
water, soil, space to grow and air. Then we
planted our bean plants using fava beans,
cotton wool and plastic cups. We’re very
excited to see them sprout!

Maths
This week in Maths the children
have been revising the days of
the week and the months of the
year and putting them in order. We
discussed what we do on
different days and which days
are the weekend.
We also took a look at how to
tell time using analogue and digital
clocks. We learned to tell time to the hour
on both clocks.

Notices



This week we started our
new topic, ‘Blooming
Marvellous!’ During this
topic we will be learning
all about plants and flowers.

Thank you to FS2K for a lovely assembly!
Please send in old egg cartons for Junk
Modelling.
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 ُمرسل مع: الواجب

PSHE
This week for PSHE we
read the story of The Brave
Little Butterfly. It’s a tale
about a butterfly who
bravely flies around the world meeting
new creatures and learning how to be
kind, empathetic and many other
wonderful characteristics which are all
part of our school mission statement.

Website of the Week: Listen to the Planting Song with your child to review the steps to planting:https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=a44NFSiIn54

Last week’s FS2 token
winners for perfect
punctuality were:
Joury Haridi and Omar Nassef
- FS2G
Adam Fadly and Yassin
Shawky– FS2J
Malika Hefny and Yousuf
Hassan -FS2K
Talya Islam and Shanaya
Shazad- FS2C
Youssef Fady and Dana
Michael– FS2W
Sophia Wahba and Hashem
Shoura– FS2H
Lamita Ahmed and Adam
Abobaker– FS2R
Hania Khaled and Youssef
Mohamed– FS2S

Lara Ayman
El Sayed

FS2J

